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no Visa needed, if you are staying less than 90 days and don't earn money in Korea
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---

no insurances purchased (I already have a international health insurance from the Allianz
insurance company.)

Hepatitis A, Hepatitis B
(some more needed if you are staying at the north korean border or at the country side for
longer)



I changed some money at the airport in Korea to have some cash available. Apart from that having a credit
card was really helpful. You can pay nearly everything by credit card, and it always worked in my case. For
getting more cash I also used my credit card but often had to try several ATMs before one worked.

German Book: Fettnäpfchenführer Korea: Auch ein Affe fällt mal vom Baum (Jan-Rolf Janowski)

The preparation workshop and especially the intercultural training was really helpful before
the research stay.

In Korea I got a lot of help offered from my supervisor, if I need it. But actually it was easier
and more convenient to ask my colleagues for most things.
I didn't need or get official support from my host institution, since everything was arranged
quite informal.



Some more informations about how to communicate in this very indirect society would
have been nice. I always had to be careful what to say, since everything I said was
interpreted as if I want it directly.
For example if I was just saying 'I like this or that food, people were apologizing to me if we
were heving something else for dinner.'

Nothing really.
Maybe it is worth noticing, that being a PhD student is really being a student in Korea, with
having tests and lectures and everything.

They are way less independent than PhD students here.

Some of the questions for the application were differing between english and german and
formulated a little bit confusing. Maybe that can be checked again and changed.

(e.g. language of the thesis: german questions is asking for the language it has to be
handed in, english question in which language it will be handed in, which can be differing,
if you have a choice: german or english vs. english

Or there is this one question about which countries have been vistited or someody likes to
visit. If you fill out 'likes to visit' most of the colums can not be filled approprietly.)

For some questions an answer field like 'doesn't apply or didn't use it' would be helpful.



Everybody was very nice and welcoming, but the language barrier was huge. The students
were only speaking very little english, so all the conversations were in Korean in the office
and I didn't understand so much.

They were trying to have some conversation with me every day, but it took them a lot of
efford and was often briefly. Except from that we did a lot of things together like having
lunch together, going out a couple of times, going to a conference and hiking together.

last few days spend in a hotel

asked my supervisor in korea for a place to stay



I spend the first month in the guest house of the university which was on the campus, very new and
pretty cheap. I had my own bathroom and one room with the bed, desk, TV and a small kitchen.
(Convinience store was directly under my room and a laundry room was at the same floor.)
This was a nice way to live since I had everything there and prepare an easy dinner after the tiring
work days.
One of my coworkers booked it for me.

I had to move out due to some event at the university and since I had only a few days left, I spend
them in a hotel in the city, which I booked online myself.

convenience store at the campus

I didn't need so much infrastructure since I brought my own laptop.
Getting wifi worked perfectly on the whole campus.

I didn't need the libary.

Besides the wifi, the only infrastructure I used at the university was the mensa and the
convenience stores.



My supervisor in korea was very kind and helped me with a lot of things.
Besides having a busy month he still took the time to show me his research, discuss my
results with me in the end and go to lunch/dinner at the begining, once in the middle and
end of my stay .

I was really happy and satisfied with the amount of supervision I got.

(Sorry, I don't get the meaning of the first question.)

For the second question I will comment on the tools we had in the lab: For their core research they
hat all the nesessary tools in average quality and sufficient quantity. For larger tools like SEM and
XRD the tools were shared with other goups, so you had to reserve some weeks before to get
measurement time.

Since we have this tools in our group in germany, I brought my samples back and did the follow-up
measurements here.



  

 

 / yes, ____________ €. 

PhD students are less independent than here and more threated like actual students.

More expensive research tools are shared in between many groups.

The professors are way more respectfully and formally threated than in Germany.

200

120

50

370

120



  

cycle a LFP- solid state electrolyte cell
learn how pressed powder cells work

get impressions of an asian lab culture
XRD measurements on the cells

cycle anode materials with pressed powder electrolytes

I'm very pleased with my research stay since I got a really good impression about the life in
a korean lab.
Some of my measurements were not working with their set-up but the most importaint
ones worked and gave me a new insight in the behavoir of my materials which would not
have been possible with the equipment I have at my own lab.

It gave my research a new direction in which I will continue from now on.
Because of that it is a full success for me.

It's actually a bundle of the same experiences I had there: People are very frindely and will
always try to help you. I was walked to a bus station several times by pupils or old women.
When I was standing somewhere looking at a map for a minute somebody asked me if he
or she could help me.
Two bus drivers drove my to my goal after their regular goal, since I took the wrong bus...
and so on.
Whatever happens, you will find somebody who is helping you in Korea.

I had some serious problems with the Jetlag when I arrived there. I was feeling dizzy and
sick for the first 2 days and was waking up at 3 in the night panicked that I didn't hear my
alarm in the morning.
It got better after two days.



  

I got my measurements of some of the samples i brought with me done. This was already more than I expected since the
different materials there and mine were harmonizing and I got some quite useful results.
Having 6 weeks was a good thing since I was planning my measurement scedule more relaxed than in my own lab since I
always had to wait for somebody to do the measurements with me and some free time at the devices.

For some of the follow up measurements I brought my samples back, because waiting times for some of the tools was more
than the 6 weeks I stayed.

Overall since I had some main goals and then a lot of additional samples as 'bonus' goals in case there would be more time, I
could adjust very well to the time I had.

Overall I think the 6 weeks were still nessesary, because there were some times where I could not measure due to waiting times
at the machines. The time in between that was still very useful for me to think about the results I got and do some unplanned
follow up measurement directly after my main measurement.

Take your time to explore the country. It is really beautiful and a unique experience. All the big cities are easy and
very cheap to reach by Express Busses, so it's not a problem to go somewhere just as a weekend trip.

Koreans are very insecure when it comes to speaking english. So to keep the conversation going, I found it helpful to
reasure them from time to time, that I'm understanding, what they are telling me. It made them way more relaxed.

Be prepared to have a lot of people who want to help you, but don't speak english. Pointing at certains points of
maps, having printed adresses or screen shots helps a lot.

The adress system in Korea is a nightmare even for taxi drivers there. Always have a picture of a map where your
goal is and/or the telephone number of somebody there prepared.

Try to find some other foreigners at the University or in the city. It helps to hear about some things their from people
with the same cultural background.


